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NEWSLETTER
HIGHLIGHTS IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

As part of its manifesto for Clean Air, The Times launched the Parliamentary
campaign video. A panel was chaired by Geraint Davies MP with







Ben Webster, Environment Editor at The Times
Rosamund Adoo-Kissi-Debrah, Founder at The Ella Roberta Family Foundation
Stephen Holgate, Professor at the Royal College of Physicians
Dr Gary Fuller, Kings College
Simon Birkett, Founder at Clean Air London
Bryony Worthington, Environmental Defence Fund Europe.

Air Quality Committee

Land Committee

Noise Committee

The AQC continues to
Read news from the
New Noise Committee
focus new legislation
National Brownfield
chair to be elected.
despite the political
Forum and MHCLG
EPUK collaborating
situation. Look out for the changes to various parts with the Independent
date of the next AQC
of Planning Practice
Commission on Civil
meeting.
Guidance (PPG).
Aviation Noise (ICCAN).
CONFERENCE SPEAKERS CONFIRMED
Look out for the third flyer with the programme for the Conference at Edgbaston Park
Hotel, Birmingham in November. Book your place now to avoid disappointment .
http://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/events/epuk-events/epuk-annual-conference-2019
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AIR QUALITY POLICY COMMITTEE
Air Quality Committee continues to focus on the
new UK environmental legislation. However, in
these turbulent times, there is little clarity right
now. AQC will meet again in the autumn/early
winter, however, to discuss this and options for
other air quality work.

The AAPG EVENT on
10 T H SEPTEMBER was cancelled
due to the uncertainty of the
current political climate.

Air Pollution can be a Death Sentence
We need to act now
 66,000 people in the UK die prematurely because of air pollution.
 Air pollution is associated with a wide range of fatal diseases, including lung
cancer.
 40 million people in the UK live where the WHO air pollution limits are exceeded.
 Children are especially vulnerable to air pollution.
 Air pollution related health problems cost the NHS £20 billion/year.
#Act4CleanAir

NOISE POLICY COMMITTEE
Alan Bratt the long serving Chair of the Noise Committee has decided to hang up his meter.
Members of the NC have been invited to volunteer for election as Chair and Robin
Whitehouse, Pollution Control Manager City of London has offered his services. Other
Members of the NC have supported his application but if there are any other Members who
would also like to be considered they should email Christopher Fry, Chairman of Trustees
on cchfry@btinternet.com
This month, the Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise (ICCAN) invited EPUK to
engage with them on airport noise pollution and related issues. They have met with a
broad spectre of stakeholders including airlines, community groups, local authorities and
MPs. They would like to discuss EPUK work “to promote integrated policies and
practices to reduce or eliminate the negative effects of noise on human health and
its impact on the environment”.
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The Airports Commission suggested, back in 2015, that there should be an independent
body looking into aircraft noise issues. ICCAN started work this year as an independent,
impartial voice on civil aviation noise. Its two-year aim is to improve public confidence and
trust in the management of aviation noise, by building expertise, credibility and profile
across the UK. In May ICCAN launched a consultation on its corporate strategy. It has
received hundreds of responses and plans to publish a revised strategy later shortly.
ICCAN’s remit is not to stop airports growing; it is to ensure that aviation noise in the
future affects people and communities less. There is further background to the
Commission in these documents corporate strategy for consultation and ongov.uk.
The Commission will publish reports at various points over the next two years to change
the culture of how aviation noise is managed in the UK.

LAND POLICY COMMITTEE
EPUK is a Member of the National Brownfield Forum and was represented at the last
meeting; here is a summary of some of the issues under discussion:


The National Planning Policy Framework planning practice guidance notes are due to be
published sometime during September. The revised National Planning Policy Framework was
updated on 19 February 2019 and set out the Government’s planning policies for England and
how these are expected to be applied. This revised Framework replaces the previous National
Planning Policy Framework published in March 2012 and revised in July 2018.



National Quality Mark Scheme (NQMS) has had a slow response with 1010 Suitably Qualified
Persons making just 74 declarations.



New House Building: there is concern that increasing the rate of house building to meet
Government targets could lead to increased pressure on the speed of remediation of
contaminated land/brownfield land sites.



New land contamination risk management guidance is to be published and there is six months
for practitioners/local authorities to give feedback to the Environment Agency on the current
guidance (CLR11) which will then be withdrawn. The next action for the Environment Agency
will be to review remediation permitting with attention to mobile and site-based treatment.



The emerging Category 3 Screening Levels which are intended for use principally by local
authorities have been considered by the National Resources Wales for classification of
agricultural land. The view is that use of C4SLs for agricultural classification should not be used
as justification for downgrading agricultural land as sewage sludge criteria more appropriate.



Remote Sensing for Contaminated Land: The Environment Agency has let a contract for the use
of hyperspectral sensors concentrating on metal mines but this will have possibilities for other
types of site.
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There have been some significant changes in the availability and content of official Government
guidance on contaminated land. Firstly, there is new contaminated land planning policy
guidance available on the Government website. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government (MHCLG) has published changes to various parts of Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG). The guidance includes revised sections on a wide range of topics such as planmaking, the green belt, noise, housing needs of different groups and land affected by
contamination. This was updated in late July and can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/land-affected-by-contamination
The guide includes:


What is the role of planning when dealing with land which may be contaminated?



Are concerns about land contamination relevant to neighbourhood planning?



How do you determine whether land could be contaminated?



Should planning permission be refused if there are concerns about land contamination?



What is a contamination risk assessment and what can it contain?



Unacceptable risk



Separately, related technical guidance will be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/land-contamination-technical-guidance
Meanwhile, and slightly older news, you’ll probably be aware that an update to
CLR11 has been published, in June (see my last "news"):
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/land-contamination-how-to-manage-the-risks



The Environment Agency is behind this and is seeking comments on the new structure,
which is of course has been designed to comply with the Gov format rather than as a
stand-alone document. We wish to collate any comments from the Land Quality
Committee and feed these back to EA before the consultation period expires at the end of
this year. This will form an official EPUK response. Practitioners may wish to comment on
the relative simplicity of the guide compared to the previous version or any information
missing. The important point here is that the original CLR11 was produced in 2004 and
never updated. It was archived from GOV.UK in 2016 as part of the smarter guidance
project and left a vacuum because by being archived it does not represent official EA or
Government guidance. The current web-based format will stay with us – because of new
accessibility laws that the EA must meet. It is now known as “Land Contamination: Risk
Management (LCRM)”

In other land news, David Rudland who is the Chair of the Land Quality Committee of
EPUK is still working on a guide for petrol stations remediation and the draft will be
considered by the LQC with publication by spring 2020.
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MEMBERSHIP
We are always looking for new members. Please recommend
EPUK and its services to your colleagues and any organisation
you feel would benefit from membership. Follow the link
below for more information regarding types of membership
and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing
info@environmental-protection.org.uk

AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

Places are now open for the launch of The Parliamentry Campaign
video via:
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